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DISPLACEMENT
WHEN A CITY LOSES ITS PUBLIC SPACE

What is the city but the people. 
True. The people are the city.
Coriolanus, W. Shakespeare



CONCEPT

DISPLACEMENT is a journey, a visual and a textual narrative, into the cataclysmic transformation of Europe’s historical 
cities. With speculative investment and economic forces driving away the community of residents, workers and citizens 
from historical city centers we observe the novel paradigms that emerge in their lieu: the Souvenir City, the Amusement 
Park City, the Museum City, the Mall City, the Grand Hotel City.

Unfettered mass tourism and the transformation of homes, schools, movie theatres and theatres into hotels, shops, and 
supermarkets alter the private and public spaces of urban cores, the genius loci of individual and collective presences.

DISPLACEMENT tells the story of this change, of how novel urbanistic and architectonic patterns impose a serialized 
model common to every city that has only tourism left to survive. What will be the social and cultural soul of such places?



THE WORK

We started our journey from L’Aquila and from Venice – cities that are symbols and precursors of this loss.

L’AQUILA is a provincial town hollowed out by the earthquake of Apr 2009 and by the carelessness and greed of local and 
national politics, that have reduced it to a town of boutique hotels, resurrected from the debris, of empty streets dotted with 
new houses for sale, while its own population lives scattered in the surrounding New Towns. The centres of these dormitory 
suburbs are reduced to be the roundabouts of shopping malls.

VENICE doesn’t require an introduction, surfing history unchanged, with its gondolas resisting gaudy redecorations, its 
palaces avoiding ruinous falls as if they were in the hands of eternal jugglers, and a sense of magic that makes one forget 
the real lives behind. Still. Venice could become an anonymous site of enjoyment, a funfair, a carnival of voices and feet void 
of meaning because it is deprived of its citizens. [What] If the question, more cultural than geographical, of those who pass 
by or those who live there, loving this city, becomes the same: Where am I?



AN EXHIBITION AND A BOOK

We have been in these cities, we have lived there, and have immersed ourselves into this displacement with our bodies, 
our eyes, and our ears. Now we aim to translate this work into an exhibition and a book – a visual and textual narrative – to 
tell the transformation of the sense of a city.

The narrative. It’s a dialogue between the city and the observer. It’s a confession, a testament, an elegy. The displacement 
that the city is suffering is shared by those who see it happening. The text is poetic, intimate but universal, fragments of 
a broken voice that tells for the first time, and the last one, its story. The city is a creature, animal/human/plant, exposing 
herself, indulging our gaze, our presence, to find herself and her soul.

The photography. A pictorial still life that explores the city, backdrop to a reality that morphs into theatrical representation. 
All shot on film, medium format. Since the consumption of a city takes also place today through the predatory capture of 
digital images, shooting on film reestablishes a mental and physical attitude of slowness, a reflective and instinctual vision, 
embracing the time, research and effort needed to immerse oneself into this displacement. 



DISPLACEMENT - NEW TOWN NO TOWN



I don’t want more mirrors 
for my lovers.
If I’ve closed the doors,
it’s not for fear
of opening up.
Who decided to leave 
the present outside.
And make a graveyard
of the past.
And to have nothing left
to desire?

They built new houses
to curtail space.
Not time.
With no roots,
life is a survival
of tables with no memories,
of hands and voices
that hate each other
and want each other
anonymously. 

Give thanks.
They said,
a house is just a house.
The power of simplicity.
And that’s why they are all
grateful for a gift
that is extortion.

They spruce you up
for the passage of the wealthy, 
heavy set in their movement, 
but fast to rule
the world.
In offices and hotels,
banks and lounges,
amidst mercenaries and whores.

Give thanks.
No houses
where to rest in peace.

Their souls are lying low.
Struggling, no longer sure on where 
they are.
Names are long forgotten,
and there is not a place
to sit, and wait for someone.

It is my fault,
or is that everyone is nowadays better 
off
in the world.
Like those birds, in a cage,
that still sing,
and you can’t figure out why.
Have you heard me sing?

I feel at peace when I am with you.
Sudden laughter.
The night, too,
in darkness, your darkness,
I can better see the sky.
And I’m not afraid of you.

Enough of this
silence.
That brings death.

Where has desire gone?

That ridge you call memory
is for the living,
those who know how
to be alive without forestalling death.

Can you smell the almond trees?

I will be emptied by things 
with no history.

It is the veins and the streets
that decide for us.
Our body is all
that we own.

So tell me where it is,
where is my body?
If my head has lost awareness.
If I am cold,
and there is noone that have me,
and wakes up with me, and embraces
the night, the streets
on beds-rafts that cross
the darkness,
the public space
of our remembrance.

They will circle you.
A sense of wellbeing
is the happiness
they seek.
Coming and going 
taking without giving
fearful of odours that mark
the boundary, and make it different.
Better keep the same old.
It does not surprise.
And there is no rising
and there is no fall.

Today I saw swallows racing.
And I thought of those children
who misspeak the same language
and fly in vain around the New Towns.

I saw them dancing
in a pliant fight
suspended, unaware.
Perhaps they will take roots
oblivious,
with eyes forward
because there is nothing back.
Having crossed that ridge
they will know what to do
without any memory left.

DISPLACEMENT



DISPLACEMENT - A CHE ORA CHIUDE VENEZIA



EXHIBITIONS

MACRO, International Photography Fesival in Rome



PUBLICATIONS

L’Espresso Magazine



La Repubblica R2



Publication of the International Photography Festival’s Catalog at MACRO, Rome



Caterina Serra
Caterina Serra, writer and screenwriter, was awarded the Paola Biocca literary prize in 2006 with the short story Chiusa in una stanza sempre 
aperta. This was followed by the novel-reportage Tilt, published by Einaudi in March 2008, and by a second book, Padreterno, in April 2015, 
also by Einaudi. Among her short stories, Fuori e dentro, included in the 48th issue of Nuovi Argomenti (Mondadori 2008), Segue alle pagine 2 e 
3, in 10 in paura (Epoché, 2010), The heel of a loaf, in Riga 32 - John Berger (Marcos y Marcos, 2012). She is the co-author of  the screenplay 
for Napoli Piazza Municipio (Bruno Oliviero, winner of the best documentary prize at the 2008 Torino Film Festival), the author for Parla con Lui 
(directed by Elisabetta Francia, 2010), and the screenwriter and author for Piccola Patria (directed by Alessandro Rossetto, Orizzonti section 
of the 2013 Venice Film Festival). She is the author of Displacement, a common project with the photographer Giovanni Cocco, that has been 
exposed at The International Festival of Photography at Macro, Rome 2015, and will exhibit at the Centre de la Photographie de Genève in 
2019. She is a regular collaborator of the weekly magazine L’Espresso, and works also with the newspaper La Repubblica, and the online 
magazine Minima&Moralia.

Giovanni Cocco
Giovanni Cocco was born in Sulmona in 1973. He graduated as a Electrical Engineer Technician, in 1991. In 1998 he started an ongoing project 
“Monia”, an intimate portrait about his sister’s life who was disabled since birth. The work has became a book in 2016. With “Burladies”, 2007 
– 2010, a series of portraits on Burlesque women’s, he was selected for the “Mentor program” by the International Agency “VII”, where he has 
been for two years, 2010 – 2012. At the same time he has worked “on assignment” for L’Espresso Magazine at the “Moving Walls” project, a 
research about the condition of migrants in the Europe borders, with the Italian journalist Fabrizio Gatti. From 2013 he is working with the Italian 
writer Caterina Serra on the projects “Displacement – new town no town” and “A che ora chiude Venezia”, analysis and investigation between 
photography and writing about the transformation and homologation of historic Italian cities. Currently he is an independent photographer 
based between Berlin and Rome.
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